STN IP PROTECTION SUITETM

BETWEEN IDEAS AND
BREAKTHROUGHS,
THERE ARE UNSEEN
CONNECTIONS

Innovation is the key to a better future
Each day, scientific breakthroughs made around the globe solve problems and improve, or even
save, countless lives. The faster we make those discoveries, the greater impact they will have.
Progress, however, often does not follow a straight path. The process of human learning is
cumulative, with one discovery building on the next, and as the volume of available data
continues to multiply, connecting the dots becomes more difficult.
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Mitigate risks and take action with
the STN IP Protection Suite
Market trends are impacting IP search — data volumes are growing, IP roles and search demands are
evolving, and technology is rapidly advancing. Designed for scientific and chemical patent searching, the
STN IP Protection Suite’s solutions help you efficiently safeguard your IP, explore industry trends, and find
new opportunities faster.

IP professionals and experts that require precision
and comprehensiveness
CAS STNext® is the premier IP information platform and
the preferred choice for patent experts.
Scientists and analysts that need to understand the
IP landscape
CAS Scientific Patent Explorer™ is a powerful tool to
accelerate your IP search.
Outside expertise to boost search strategy
CAS Search GuardSM provides expanded capacity and
trusted expertise when you need it most.
Competitive monitoring to maximize your IP
FIZ PatMon provides foresight through global
surveillance of patents and applications.

“CAS is delivering more and more concise data.
Very suitable to start new synthesis routes. Also
searching for patents gives a clear overview of
the possibilities. Easy to use and very intuitive.”
Senior scientist/fellow, small pharmaceutical company
TechValidate, TVID: F09-138-08C
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CAS STNext is the world’s premier solution
for scientific, technical, and IP research
Feel confident while searching global IP by utilizing the search power of CAS STNext,
offering more than 130 databases in science, medicine, technology and patent information.
Leverage the growing available data, including exclusive CAS-curated databases, such
as CAS Biosequences and CAS Formulations, to ensure your search is comprehensive to
enable better business decisions.
Save time by utilizing tools designed to provide efficient review of relevant results.
Automatic updates provide you with the latest enhancements and information to help
accelerate your search capability and ensure you are a trusted resource at your organization.

91% of surveyed users would
recommend CAS STNext to colleagues
R&D manager/ team leader, medium
enterprise healthcare company
TechValidate, TVID: AEC-23A-065

“CAS STNext delivers complete,
trustworthy results. I feel confident
that I am capturing as much search
scope as possible to make informed
decisions about our products.”
Patent attorney/agent, medium enterprise
pharmaceuticals company
TechValidate, TVID: 7C0-370-EBA

BETWEEN IDEATION
AND REALIZATION
THERE ARE INSIGHTS

IP professionals and patent examiners
worldwide rely on CAS STNext for their
IP information needs
Exclusive comprehensive searching
with exclusive databases
– C
 AS Biosequences provides significantly
expanded sequence search capabilities,
including BLAST®, Motif, and CDR
– Increased recall and precision in formulation
searches using CAS Formulations
– D
 erwent Markush Resource (DWPIM)
facilitates more comprehensive
Markush searches

Efficient workflow saves time
– A
 n easy-to-use structure editor saves
time during structure query definition
– Enhanced images and highlighting for
CAS REGISTRY® and MARPAT® databases
– S
 ingle-click analyze provides detailed
overview of relevant results

Modern interface improves experience
– B
 rowser-based interface allows users
to take immediate advantage of latest
CAS STNext enhancement
– I mproved CAS Lexicon interface is easier to
navigate and accelerates your search capability
– A
 ssets are automatically saved
indefinitely, allowing access to
project-related data any time, anywhere
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CAS Scientific Patent Explorer helps you
navigate the scientific IP landscape
Optimize your patent search using a powerful tool. CAS Scientific Patent Explorer offers a unique
combination of patent analysis and content with world-renowned CAS chemical capabilities.

BETWEEN PURPOSE
AND INNOVATION
THERE IS EXPLORATION

Search a wide array of patent content, including life
sciences, materials science and general chemistry
Use CAS-registered content and algorithms to uncover patent information related to your search.
Visualize chemical structures and associated patent findings in 3D landscape tool.
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CAS Search Guard removes obstacles to success
Resolve IP challenges across your organization with the help of CAS Search Guard. Gain access to
experts in science, technology, and intellectual property for everything from simple searches to
in-depth, strategic consultations.

98% of customers who use CAS IP ServicesSM
would recommend them to others
*Surveys of CAS customers

Search expertise

Asset monitoring

Supplemental capacity

Highly experienced research
team works directly with
customers to execute patent
and scientific search projects

Step-by-step guidance in
building quality monitoring
programs to reduce IP, product
safety, or regulatory risks

Outsourcing of search projects
to address temporary gaps in
capacity or expertise

Competitive/ strategic
analysis

Analysis and visualization

Data customization

Creation of custom
visualizations from IP and
scientific data, according to
customer-specific analytical
and reporting requirements

Efficient sourcing, integration,
and structuring of scientific,
patent, and chemical
substance data for custom
workflow requirements

Innovation and IP landscape
and whitespace analyses to
inform strategic decisionmaking and reduce
competitive risks

FIZ PatMon provides efficient
monitoring and global IP protection
Monitor your global patent protection with high flexibility, through comprehensive features in an
easy-to-use interface adapted to the workflow of R&D, business, and legal professionals.
– Stay in the know about opposition, licensing, ownership changes, withdrawals, or grants
– Follow your patent application through the grant procedure
– Monitor changes to the validity of your competitors’ patents
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BETWEEN STRUGGLE
AND SUCCESS
THERE IS
COLLABORATION
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Partner with CAS to design custom solutions
that overcome scientific information
challenges and accelerate breakthroughs
We are scientists and innovators who are just as passionate about discovery as you are. With over 110 years of
experience, no one knows more about scientific information and technology than CAS.

Our best-in-class capabilities fuel your success
Unparalleled content
Largest collection of connected scientific data curated by scientists
and customizable for your unique applications
Unmatched human expertise
Hundreds of scientists and technologists speaking over 50 languages
with unique experience managing scientific information
Specialized technology
Leading innovator in management, search and analysis of scientific
data including development of CAS Registry Numbers® and the
CAS SciFinder Discovery PlatformTM

Leaders across R&D organizations rely on CAS
PHARMA

49 of the
TOP 50

pharma companies1

ACADEMIC

100 of the
TOP 100
universities2

BIOTECH

10 of the
TOP 10

biotech companies4

GOVERNMENT

10 of the
TOP 10

global patent offices3

CHEMICAL

46 of the
TOP 50

chemical companies5

1. https://www.pharmexec.com/view/2021-pharma-50. 2. https://www.
shanghairanking.com/rankings/gras/2021/RS0103. 3. https://www.wipo.
int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_943_2020.pdf. 4. https://www.
investopedia.com/articles/markets/122215/worlds-top-10biotechnology-companies-jnj-rogvx.asp. 5. https://cen.acs.org/
business/finance/CENs-Global-Top-50-2021/99/i27.
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CAS is a leader in scientific information solutions,
partnering with innovators around the world to
accelerate scientific breakthroughs. CAS employs
over 1,400 experts who curate, connect, and analyze
scientific knowledge to reveal unseen connections.
For over 100 years, scientists, patent professionals,
and business leaders have relied on CAS solutions
and expertise to provide the hindsight, insight, and
foresight they need so they can build upon the
learnings of the past to discover a better future.
CAS is a division of the American Chemical Society.
Connect with us at cas.org
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